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Top Ten Reasons to Write Your 
Mobile Homes with American 
Modern Home
• Water damage coverage is available up to 100% of Coverage A.
• Mold remediation is part of the water damage coverage with a sublimit for mold  
 remediation.
• Replacement cost offered in most states on homes 30 years of age or newer.
• In parks or on private land, protection classes 9 and 10 are accepted.
• Breakdown protection is offered to cover the home’s mechanical, electrical, and  
 plumbing systems.
• Occasional rentals are offered for short-term rentals such as Airbnb’s.
• Vacancy permission available- this is an endorsement added for a home that is  
 now vacant, between tenants or for sale.
• Schedule up to 25 homes on a single policy.
• New 5% discounts if your agency has the policyholder’s auto, chooses full pay,  
 or has two or more locations.
• Several pay options with 2-pay, 4-pay, 6-pay, or full pay or make it easy with  
 EZPay automated payments.
 
A lot of options to choose from. If you
have any questions, contact Lauren,
Terri, or Karen.

Terri Litz
Personal Lines

Cathy
Marshall

Happy Retirement



The bigger catch is always what is strived for in this business. 
Nothing like closing on that 6-figure premium that has been in 
the works for some time. It is important, though, to not count 
out the impact of having a large number of smaller accounts.

Speaking directly from the workers’ compensation side, these 
accounts are much lighter on the underwriting side. Think of 
your “Main St” businesses like dentists, barber/beauty shops, 
or even vets. Premiums for these operations are usually small, 
however, the turnaround time is exponentially quicker. If we 

have all the general information needed and three years of loss 
runs (if applicable), we usually can have a quote the same day.
The smaller accounts tend to not be shopped around as often 
as larger ones either. Meaning simple housekeeping on your 
part and, often, a long-time client on the books. 

These sort of operations, too, are perfect to introduce a 
producer to the workers’ compensation side of insurance. 
Being simple and straightforward as opposed to larger 
operations, producers unfamiliar with workers’ comp can focus 
on the basics. 

Challenge yourself and your team members to not miss any 
opportunity, large or small, in the coming New Year. We are 
always an email or phone call away for any questions – or if you 
just want to pick our brain on a topic.

What to Think About When it Comes to Workers Compensation

Do any of your clients work on the internet daily? Do they have 
a website? Then they have Cyber exposure. The good news is 
that Bloss & Dillard can provide a solution for your client with 
both admitted and non-admitted options. 
 
So just what is Cyber liability insurance? This is an insurance 
policy that provides businesses with a combination of coverage 
options to help protect the company from data breaches and 
other cyber security issues.

Cyber liability insurance can cover costs associated with data 
breaches and cyber attacks on your business. Those costs
can include: 

• Lost income due to a cyber event
• Notifying customers affected by a breach
• Recovering compromised data
• Repairing damaged computer systems and much more

Our markets offer customized insurance options that address 
items such as: forensic investigations, litigation expenses, 
regulatory defense expenses/fines, crisis management 
expenses, business interruption, cyber extortion and 
betterment. Our customers can also access tools and 
resources to manage and mitigate cyber risk---pre-breach
and post-breach.

A lesser-known benefit of cyber insurance is the role it can 
play in protecting your company long before a breach occurs.  
Extortion as a result of a cyber-attack is becoming more and 
more common for all business types and sizes. Although an 
internet Security Threat Reporting system found that 60% of 
all targeted attacks struck small to mid-sized companies. Most 
small to mid-sized businesses may be the most vulnerable 
and least prepared to handle a data breach. We have carriers 
that provide comprehensive insurance coverage, free cyber 
security tools to monitor and protect your business and 24/7 
expert incident response to help you quickly respond to a cyber 
breach. You will sleep well at night knowing you are protected.  

Keep this coverage in mind as a way to round out your client’s 
protection. 

Cyber Liability - What is it Who 
Needs it and How Can it Help 
Your Business

Ernestine Napier
P&C Department

Greg Bowen
Workers Compensation



Here at BDI, we are excited to start out the new year with a 
new binding authority garage market, available for the states 
of West Virginia, Ohio, and Virginia. This market will provide us 
with the ability to competitively quote and write garage dealers 
exposures, as well as garage service risks. This will include 
those risks involved with the sale, repair, and/or servicing of not 
only private passenger type vehicles, but also those that are 
involved with heavy trucks, construction equipment, and even 
farm equipment.

Additionally, we will have the ability to help you place 
coverage for risks involved with antique/classic autos, ATV’s, 
motorcycles, and even emergency vehicles.  From a dealer 
perspective, we will even be able to consider those risks 

offering “buy here, pay here” purchase arrangements.
Please look to us when you have the need for a market for your 
next garage-related risk.

As always, we are here to help with your business auto and 
truck coverage needs, even those challenging new venture 
operations.  We appreciate your patronage and partnership 
over the past years, and we look forward to working with each 
of you in the new year!

As 2021, ended, it was a time to reflect on what we’ve done 
and what we can do from a tech perspective to continue to 
make it easy to do business with Bloss & Dillard. So, I’d like 
to again cover the things we offer and things we are thinking 
about to continue to provide the most efficient service we can 
and make it a great experience to do business with us.  

First is our Agent Service Center. Currently, among other things, 
you can use this to check the status of your policies
and submissions; issue your own COI’s and apply for our 
Rewards Gift Cards.  What we plan to do is to make it even 
easier to issue certificates for your insureds and to apply for 
those Rewards.  Our plan is to allow you to launch those 
utilities straight from your dashboard, instead of multiple clicks 
to get there.

Second, we want to improve our online forms and applications.  
We want to expand on the number of applications that are 
fillable and also improve them so you can fill them out and then 

submit them straight from our site, versus having to complete, 
download and send from your local network.

Third, we want to continue to encourage all of you to choose to 
receive your monthly statements via email and to accept your 
commissions via direct deposit. If you are not currently taking 
advantage of either of these, please contact Claire Curtis, 
ccurtis@bloss-dillard.com, or Tate Tooley, ttooley@bloss-dillard, 
and we will be glad to assist you in getting this set up.

As always, our BDI family thanks you for your business and we 
look forward to continuing to provide you with great service so 
you can properly care for your insureds!  

New Garage Market

Bloss & Dillard Tech in 2022

Jeff Wright, Au, TRS
Commercial Auto

Tate Tooley
IT
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Nutrition Facts Per Serving Servings: 12
Calories:  383.26 Sodium:  155.6 mg
Total Fat:  9.6 g Potassium:  125.8 mg
 Saturated:  5.4 g Total Carbs:  69.5 g
 Polyunsaturated:  0.7 g  Dietary Fiber:  2.2 g
 Monosaturated:  2.7 g  Sugars:  39.3 g
Cholesterol:  63 mg Protein:  6.3 g

1/2 cup softened butter
3 eggs
3-1/2 cups all-purpose flour
2 tsp baking powder

1/4 tsp salt
2 cups sugar
4 cups fresh blueberries
1 cup milk

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 325ºF. Allow butter and eggs to sit at room 
temperature for 30 minutes. Meanwhile, grease a 10-inch tube or 
bundt pan. In a large bowl, sift together the flour, baking powder, and 
salt; set aside. In a very large bowl, beat the butter and sugar on 
medium speed until combined. Beat in eggs. Stir blueberries into 
the flour mixture. By hand, stir blueberry mixture into the butter 
mixture. Stir in milk just until combined. Spread batter evenly 
into prepared pan. Bake for 60-75 minutes or until a toothpick 
comes out clean. Cool for 15 minutes and then remove. Enjoy!

Blueberry Pound Cake 
LAUREN TURNER / Personal Lines


